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## How To Stop Biting Your Nails ## Write an introduction to an informative and factual blog post titled "How To Stop Biting
Your Nails". Smoking and weight gain can make the gums recede. Another reason why we should stop biting nails is my
grandmother. She has a big tooth and her dentist told her they all most fall out if she didn't stop biting her nails. When I was in
school my teacher threatened to tell my parents if I bit my nails and they would ground me. It's just gross how when you bite
your nails all kinds of stuff ill be in your blood stream and it could give you an infection or even worse then that, you could get
worms or something gross like that. It's just not healthy to bite your nails. Biting your nails can also cause problems with the
teeth, both the ones that are still there and the ones that are growing. My dentist told me that an infection from biting my nail
could reach my teeth and cause something like a root canal or even worse, a tooth ache. The thing is I know it's easy to stop
biting your nails but most people don't realize how they need to stop or that biting their nails is even bad or will damage them in
anyway. I feel like if you knew what effects it had on you and what it does to you and others around you maybe you would be
able to stop it easier and make better decisions about yourself and others around you. If you are wondering why I'm writing this
blog post, well I'm writing it because I think other people should know about this because if they knew they would be able to
stop biting their nails. srimanthudu 2015 hindi dubbed 332 Watch Latest Hindi Movies In HD, Download Music In MP3, Watch
New Hindi Videos & Watch 720p HD Quality.
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